EVENING MEETING

MONDAY 1st March 2010 at 6:00 PM

One Great George Street, London

(Nearest tube: Westminster)

Reservoir Safety R & D Strategy – Two Years On

Presentations by:

Alan Warren (Halcrow)
Lisa Stewart (CEH Wallingford)
Rachel King (Arup)
Andy Hughes (Atkins)
Claire Winter (MWH)
Gary Tustin (Environment Agency)
Paul Tedd (BRE)

For further details see overleaf

Admission Free

Teas Available from 5.30pm

For more information please contact:

Tim Fuller (BDS Secretary) on 020 7665 2234
or Email : bds@ice.org.uk
Reservoir Safety Strategy – Two Years On

The joint Environment Agency/Defra Reservoir R & D Strategy was launched two years ago. The purpose of this event is to share with the audience, the progress and key results, on the current or completed projects.

Confirmed talks as follows:

- Lessons learnt from historical dam incidents - Alan Warren, Halcrow & Paul Tedd BRE

- Long term period rainfall extension (FEH) – Lisa Stewart, CEH Wallingford

- Modes of failure (scoping study) – Rachel King, Arup

- Impacts of climate change on Dams – Andy Hughes, Atkins

- Review of science and practice supporting emergency planning for dams – Andy Hughes, Atkins

- Research into stepped, masonry spillway chutes at dams - Claire Winter, MWH